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ABSTRACT: The study of enzyme reaction mechanisms is
fundamentally important to our understanding of biochemistry, cellular
metabolism, and drug development. This Perspective focuses on the
use of kinetic solvent viscosity eﬀects (KSVEs) to study enzyme
reactions. This technique is easily implemented and uses steady-state
kinetic analyses to probe whether substrate binding is diﬀusioncontrolled and whether product release is the rate-limiting step in the
catalytic cycle. In addition, KSVEs can identify isomerization steps that
are important for catalysis. The use of KSVEs in combination with
other techniques, such as kinetic isotope eﬀects, pH eﬀects, and sitedirected mutagenesis, can provide a detailed view of the mechanism of
enzyme action. We present the basic theory, important experimental
considerations, and potential outcomes and brieﬂy discuss some examples from the literature. The derivation of the equations
that are important for data analysis is also presented.

T

have now been routinely added to the enzymologist’s toolbox
to complement experimental approaches.18−21
An eﬀective, but relatively underutilized, kinetic technique for
probing the mechanism of an enzyme is the kinetic solvent
viscosity eﬀect (KSVE) study. KSVEs exploit the fact that for a
chemical process to occur in enzymatic reactions, except for
electron transfer reactions, the substrate must ﬁrst reversibly
bind to the enzyme and form an enzyme−substrate complex
(Scheme 1, steps k1 and k2). The enzyme−substrate complex is
then converted to an enzyme−product complex through the
chemical step of catalysis (k3), with the subsequent release of
the reaction product from the enzyme active site (k5). To fully
understand KSVEs, it is important to highlight that even the

he study of enzyme function requires implementation of a
number of techniques that, if properly executed and
analyzed, can provide detailed descriptions of the structural
changes and the chemical and kinetic steps required to
complete the catalytic cycle.1−3 X-ray crystallography has
provided atomic resolution of the overall structure of enzymes,
the architecture of active sites, and has revealed important
interactions with substrates, inhibitors, and other protein
partners. In some cases, the structures of reaction pathway
intermediates have been obtained.4,5 Enzyme structural
characterization has also beneﬁted from nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) studies, where conformational changes can
be monitored and modeled.6−8 Steady-state and rapid reaction
kinetic experiments provide a measurement of the rate
constants of the various steps in the catalytic cycle and
chemical steps can be probed by altering the chemical nature of
the substrate, i.e., through the use of substrate analogues or
altering solution conditions.9,10 Kinetic isotope eﬀects (KIEs)
can provide information about the rate-determining step for
overall turnover of enzymes and the structure of the transition
state.11 Studying the eﬀect of pH on the kinetic parameters of
enzymes can provide valuable information about the ionization
state of the substrate or the protein residues involved in binding
or catalysis.10−13 Site-directed mutagenesis is now an essential
tool for elucidating the roles of amino acid residues in the active
site of enzymes through comparative analyses of the structure
and function of mutant and wild-type enzymes.14−17 Various
computational approaches that include quantum mechanics/
molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics, among others,
© 2018 American Chemical Society

Scheme 1. Simplest Kinetic Mechanism for an Enzyme (E)
with a Single Substrate (S) and Product (P), in Which the
Kinetic Steps of Substrate Association (k1) and Dissociation
(k2), Reversible Catalysis (k3 and k4), and Product Release
(k5) Are Explicitly Shown
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complexes. As frequent users of the KSVE approach, our
intent is to provide the fundamentals and applications of
KSVEs to facilitate a more widespread adoption of this useful
and simple kinetic technique for the study of the kinetic and
catalytic mechanisms of enzymes. The work of the scientists
that ﬁrst introduced KSVEs for the study of enzyme
mechanism, including the seminal 1982 study by Kirsch at al.,
is presented in the section on case studies. While the type of
information that can be obtained with KSVEs is also available
from other approaches, such as NMR, transient-state kinetics,
or molecular dynamics simulations, the use of KSVEs on
steady-state kinetics oﬀers the advantage of being easily
performed and interpreted and does not require specialized
and expensive instrumentation.

simplest enzyme kinetic mechanism should be represented by a
three-step model, with substrate binding, catalysis, and product
release (Scheme 1), rather than the impactful, but overly
simpliﬁed, two-step model, in which the steps of catalysis and
product release are considered as a single kinetic step.
Movement of both the enzyme and the substrate in solution
follows the basic principles of molecular diﬀusion. The secondorder rate constant between two molecules, such as the enzyme
and the substrate (k1 in Scheme 1, with units of M−1 s−1), can
be represented by the Smoluchowski equation (eq 1)
k1 = 4πN0r0(DA + DB)

(1)

where N0 is Avogadro’s number, DA + DB is the sum of the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients of the two molecules, and r0 is the sum of
the radii of the two reacting molecules.22 The diﬀusion
coeﬃcient Di, as deﬁned by the Stokes−Einstein equation for a
spherical particle with radius ri, is inversely proportional to the
frictional force experienced by the particle in solution, which, in
turn, depends on solvent viscosity (eq 2)
Di =

kBT
6πηri

■

SOLVENT MICROVISCOSITY AND
MACROVISCOSITY
The solvent viscosity of aqueous solutions can be increased by
the addition of additives, with polyhydroxylated compounds
being the most eﬀective. An important distinction exists
between solvent microviscosity and macroviscosity.29 Solvent
microviscosity is deﬁned as the resistance to motion
experienced by a molecule in solution and is the relevant
physical chemical parameter in the Stokes−Einstein equation
(eq 2).30 Solvent macroviscosity determines the free volume
that is available to the molecule moving in solution.29 In
general, relatively small additives like glycerol, glucose, or
sucrose are used to increase solvent microviscosity in KSVE
experiments.29 In contrast, polymeric additives like Ficoll-400
or polyethylene glycol (PEG) are typically used to increase
solvent macroviscosity29 and can be used as controls for KSVEs
to unequivocally show that an observed solvent viscosity eﬀect
is due to diﬀusional processes rather than crowding eﬀects. In
agreement with this, studies have shown that additives with
increased molecular weight are less able to decrease enzyme
catalytic eﬃciency and slow the diﬀusion of ligands and folding
processes.31,32

(2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and η is the solution viscosity.23 Thus, the diﬀusion of
enzymes and substrates in solution to form an enzyme−
substrate complex is inversely proportional to the solution
viscosity as stated by the Stokes−Einstein equation (eq 2).
Kramers postulated that the diﬀusion of molecules is
inversely proportional to the friction imposed by solvent
viscosity, thereby making the kinetic steps deﬁned in Scheme 1
by rate constants k1, k2, and k5 sensitive to solvent viscosity.24
Conversely, the chemical step of catalysis (k3) is typically
assumed to be independent of solvent viscosity, although
examples of protein motion proportional to the rate of
ﬂuctuation of the solvent have been documented in both
hydride and proton transfer enzymatic reactions.25,26 When two
small molecules are of equal size, eq 1 is approximately 109−
1010 M−1 s−1 in water at temperatures commonly encountered
by enzymes.27 This value represents an upper limit for
diﬀusion-limited reactions. Because enzymes and substrates
are large molecules, their diﬀusion is slower and upper limit
values for diﬀusion-limited enzymatic reactions are typically in
the range of 108−109 M−1 s−1 or even lower (see case studies).
Knowles introduced the term “evolutionary perfect enzymes”
for enzymes that catalyze reactions with kcat/Km values of 109−
1010 M−1 s−1.28 In evolutionary perfect enzymes, the chemical
steps of catalysis (k3 in Scheme 1, with units of s−1) have been
optimized and are much faster than the interaction between the
enzyme and substrates (k1[S] and k2 in Scheme 1, with units of
M−1 s−1 and s−1, respectively); thus, the reaction is said to be
diﬀusion-controlled.10 Similarly, the release of products from
the enzyme active site (k5 in Scheme 1, with units of s−1) can
determine the rate for the overall turnover of the enzyme when
the chemical step of catalysis is much faster than product
release.
A simple method for studying whether enzymatic reactions
are diﬀusion-controlled is by measuring KSVEs. In this
Perspective, we present experimental considerations, data
analysis and interpretation, and equations applied to enzyme
mechanisms and provide examples of enzymatic reactions that
are controlled by substrate diﬀusion, product release, or internal
isomerizations of enzyme−substrate and enzyme−product

■

EXPERIMENT SETUP AND DATA FITTING
KSVE studies of steady-state kinetic parameters kcat/Km and kcat
are most commonly used because of their ease of determination
and the fact that mechanistic information about the substrate
binding and product release steps can be easily extracted.33 In
the example in Scheme 1, the analytical deﬁnition of kcat is given
by eq 3 and that of kcat/Km by eq 4. The two equations simplify
to eqs 5 and 6 when the chemical step of catalysis is irreversible,
i.e., when k4 ≈ 0, or when the enzyme−product complex has a
stronger tendency to partition forward rather than reverting to
the enzyme−substrate complex,a i.e., k5 > k4.10,11,33 Thus,
besides reporting on the chemical step of catalysis, kcat informs
about the kinetic step of the release of the product from the
enzyme−product complex (k5), and kcat/Km informs about the
kinetic steps of substrate association to form the enzyme−
substrate complex (k1) and dissociation of the substrate from
the enzyme−substrate complex (k2). Other kinetic approaches
can also be used to measure KVSEs, such as rapid kinetics or
steady-state kinetics with enzymes with multiple substrates, as
long as mechanistic information (for example, KD) can be
extracted from the associated kinetic parameters for analysis.
kcat =
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Figure 1. Plot of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η vs ηrel for (A) irreversible and (B) reversible enzymatic reactions. The general analytical description for the
slope is given by case b, with cases a and c representing reactions controlled by substrate diﬀusion and chemistry, respectively. The derivations of the
analytical expressions for the slope in the various cases are presented in the Supporting Information.

k1k 3k5
kcat
=
Km
k 2k4 + k 2k5 + k 3k5
kcat =

k 3k5
k 3 + k5

k1k 3
kcat
=
Km
k 2 + k3

of the solution. Typically, relative viscosities in the range of 1−
4 are used because they provide a suﬃcient range for a
meaningful interpretation of the results,35 although smaller and
larger ranges have been reported. It is also critical to use
multiple microviscosigens with diﬀerent chemical structures to
rule out unspeciﬁc eﬀects of the viscosigen on enzyme activity.
The ratio of the value for the kinetic parameter of interest
determined in the absence of viscosigen, (k)o, to that in the
presence of viscosigen, (k)η, deﬁnes the normalized kinetic
parameter.
Data are displayed in a plot of the normalized kinetic
parameter of interest, i.e., (kcat)o/(kcat)η or (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/
Km)η, as a function of relative viscosity (Figures 1 and 2) and
are ﬁt with eq 8

(4)

(5)

(6)

Buﬀered solutions of varying solvent viscosity are prepared
with the addition of glucose, sucrose, or glycerol, and their
relative viscosity is calculated at the desired temperature
according to the reference values of Lide at 20 °C.34 This
approach suﬃces for most applications without the need to use
eq 7 to compute the absolute viscosity (η) after measuring the
kinematic viscosity (ν) of a solvent using a Cannon−
Ubbelohde Semi-Micro viscometer and its density (ρ) using a
pycnometer.26
η = νρ
(7)

(k)o
= m(ηrel − 1) + 1
(k)η

(8)

where m is the slope of the line and represents the degree of
dependence of viscosity on the normalized kinetic parameter.36
In some cases, the data in a plot of the normalized kinetic
parameter as a function of relative viscosity signiﬁcantly deviate
from the expected linear correlation, demonstrating an inverse
hyperbolic patternb (Figure 3). This can be ﬁt with eq 9

The kinetic parameters of interest are then determined in
buﬀered solvents of varying viscosity, including a reference set
in the absence of the viscosigen. Caution should be exerted in
cases in which the determinations are performed as a function
of temperature because solvent viscosity is dependent of
temperature.26 The ratio of the solvent viscosity of the solution
containing the viscosigen to the solvent viscosity of the solution
without the viscosigen is deﬁned as the relative viscosity (ηrel)

(k)o
1
=
⎡ ηrel − 1 ⎤
(k)η
1 + A⎢⎣ (η − 1) + B ⎥⎦
rel
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Figure 2. Plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η vs ηrel for (A) irreversible and (B) reversible enzymatic reactions. The general analytical description for the slope is
given by case b, with cases a and c representing reactions controlled by product diﬀusion and chemistry, respectively. The derivations of the analytical
expressions for the slope in the various cases are presented in the Supporting Information.

require knowledge of whether the catalytic step in the
enzymatic reaction is reversible.

■

DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED SUBSTRATE CAPTURE
For linear dependencies of the data in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/
(kcat/Km)η versus ηrel, the slope of the line that ﬁts the data (eq
8) will dictate the conclusion, with ﬁve possible outcomes.
Case a: m = 1. A slope of 1 in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/
Km)η versus ηrel is consistent with the capture of the substrate in
enzyme−substrate complexes that yield products being limited
fully by the rate of diﬀusion of the substrate (k1) into the active
site of the enzyme (Figure 1). For a diﬀusion-controlled
reaction, indeed, all the enzyme complexes that are relevant to
kcat/Km partition forward much faster than the diﬀusional
encounter of substrate and enzyme. Consequently, an increase
in solvent viscosity will result in a corresponding decrease in
the rate constant for association of the substrate into the ES
complex and therefore a decrease in the kcat/Km value.
Mathematically, it can be shown that for an irreversible
reaction the slope in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η versus ηrel
is given by k3/(k2 + k3), which simpliﬁes to k3/k3 when k2 < k3
(see the Supporting Information for derivation). For a
reversible reaction, the slope is given by (k3k5)/(k2k4 + k2k5 +
k3k5), which simpliﬁes to k3k5/k3k5 when both k2 < k3 and k4 <
k5 (see the Supporting Information for derivation). Mechanistically, beside deﬁning the reaction as being diﬀusioncontrolled, a slope of 1 suggests the presence of forward and,

Figure 3. Plot of (kx)o/(kx)η vs ηrel showing an inverse hyperbolic
pattern. The solid curve was generated by ﬁtting hypothetical data to
eq 9. The dashed line represents a case lacking a solvent viscosity
eﬀect, which is equivalent to case c in Figures 1 and 2.

where A and B are parameters required to describe the
hyperbolic behavior of the observed eﬀect. It is important to
note that KSVEs will not establish whether the chemical step of
catalysis in an enzymatic reaction is reversible or irreversible;
other approaches should be used to determine this. However,
as KSVEs probe the kinetic steps of substrate binding and
product release, the same conclusions about whether the
enzymatic reaction is controlled by substrate diﬀusion, product
release, or the chemical step of catalysis can be drawn
irrespective of the chemistry, as illustrated in the cases below.
Similarly, establishing the presence of an internal isomerization
of an enzyme−substrate or enzyme−product complex does not
3448
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for reversible reactions, reverse commitmentsc to catalysis on
the kcat/Km value, i.e., k3/k2 and k4/k5 > 1, although the
commitments cannot be quantitated solely on the basis of
KSVEs.
Case b: 0 < m < 1. A slope between 0 and 1 in a plot of
(kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η versus ηrel is consistent with the capture
of the substrate into enzyme−substrate complexes that yield
products being partially limited by the rate of diﬀusion of the
substrate (k1) into the active site of the enzyme (Figure 1). In
this case, the slope will depend on the relative magnitude of all
the kinetic rate constants that contribute to kcat/Km with the
exception of k1, as illustrated in Figure 1 and demonstrated in
the Supporting Information. This holds for both reversible and
irreversible reactions. In addition, for irreversible reactions in
which the chemical step of catalysis can be directly measured
with rapid kinetics, besides deﬁning the reaction as being
partially diﬀusion-controlled, the slope can be used to calculate
the forward commitment to catalysis on the kcat/Km value, i.e.,
k3/k2.
Case c: m = 0. A slope of zero in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/
Km)η versus ηrel is consistent with the capture of substrate into
enzyme−substrate complexes that yield products being limited
fully by the rate constant for the chemical step of catalysis (k3)
(Figure 1). For a reaction fully controlled by the chemical steps
of catalysis, indeed, diﬀusion processes associated with the
substrate and product associating to and dissociating from ES
and EP complexes are much faster than the chemical steps of
catalysis. Consequently, an increase in solvent viscosity will
have no eﬀect on kcat/Km. Mathematically, it can be shown that
for an irreversible reaction the slope in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/
(kcat/Km)η versus ηrel is given by k3/k2, which will tend to 0
when k2 > k3 (see the Supporting Information for derivation).
For a reversible reaction, the slope is given by k3k5/k2k4, which
will tend to 0 when k2 > k3 and k4 > k5 (see the Supporting
Information for derivation). Mechanistically, besides deﬁning
the reaction as being fully controlled by the chemical step of
catalysis, a slope of 0 is also consistent with the absence of
forward and reverse commitments to catalysis on the kcat/Km
value, i.e., k3/k2 and k4/k5 close to 0.
Case d: m > 1. Slopes of >1 in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/
Km)η versus ηrel are symptomatic of an eﬀect of the viscosigen
on the enzyme not being associated with diﬀusional processes
of molecules per se, although these may still partially contribute
to the general eﬀect. Without further structural, mechanistic, or
computational information, no general conclusion can be
drawn because the viscosigen may have an inhibitory eﬀect on
the enzyme or may restrict movement of protein loops that are
required for the capture of the substrate into enzyme−substrate
complexes that yield products during the catalytic mechanism
of the enzyme.
Case e: m < 0. Slopes of <0 in a plot of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/
Km)η versus ηrel are also symptomatic of an eﬀect of the
viscosigen on the enzyme not being associated with the
diﬀusional process of the molecules, preventing a general
conclusion unless further structural, mechanistic, or computational information is available. The presence of an inverse linear
dependence of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η versus ηrel has been
associated with internal isomerizations of the enzyme−
substrate complex (see below).
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For linear dependencies in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η versus ηrel,
the slope of the line that ﬁts the data (eq 8) will dictate the
conclusion, with ﬁve outcomes being possible.
Case a: m = 1. A slope of 1 in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η versus
ηrel is consistent with the overall turnover of the enzyme being
limited fully by the release of the product from the active site of
the enzyme (k5) (Figure 2). For a reaction with overall
turnover being fully limited by product release, the rate
constant for product release is much smaller than the rate
constant for the chemical step of catalysis. Consequently, an
increase in solvent viscosity will result in a corresponding
decrease in the rate constant for release of the product from the
EP complex and therefore a decrease in kcat. Mathematically, it
can be shown that for an irreversible reaction the slope in a plot
of (kcat)o/(kcat)η versus ηrel is given by k3/(k3 + k5), which
simpliﬁes to k3/k3 when k5 < k3 (see the Supporting
Information for derivation). For a reversible reaction, the
slope is given by (k3 + k4)/(k3 + k4 + k5), which simpliﬁes to (k3
+ k4)/(k3 + k4) when k5 < k3 and k5 < k4 (see the Supporting
Information for derivation). Mechanistically, besides deﬁning
the overall turnover as being fully limited by product release, a
slope of 1 suggests the presence of forward and, for reversible
reactions, reverse commitments to catalysis on the kcat value,
i.e., k3/k5 and k4/k5 > 1, although the commitments cannot be
quantitated solely on the basis of KSVEs. For reversible
reactions, either or both commitments can be present, but
KSVEs will not distinguish between the two possibilities.
Case b: 0 < m < 1. A slope between 0 and 1 in a plot of
(kcat)o/(kcat)η versus ηrel is consistent with the overall turnover
of the enzyme being partially limited by release of the product
from the active site of the enzyme (k5) and the chemical step of
catalysis (k3) (Figure 2). In this case, the slope will depend on
the relative magnitude of all the rate constants that contribute
to kcat, as illustrated in Figure 2 and demonstrated in the
Supporting Information. This holds for both reversible and
irreversible reactions. In addition, for irreversible reactions
when the chemical step of catalysis can be directly measured
with rapid kinetics, besides deﬁning the overall turnover of the
enzyme as being partially limited by product release, the slope
can be used to calculate the commitment to catalysis on the kcat
value, i.e., k3/k5.
Case c: m = 0. A slope of zero in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η
versus ηrel is consistent with the overall turnover of the enzyme
being limited fully by the rate constant for the chemical step of
catalysis (k3) (Figure 2). For a reaction with overall turnover
being fully limited by the chemical step of catalysis, the rate
constant for product release is much faster than the rate
constants for the chemical step of catalysis in the forward and
reverse directions. Consequently, an increase in solvent
viscosity will have no eﬀect on kcat. Mathematically, for an
irreversible reaction, the slope in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η versus
ηrel is given by k3/k5, which will tend to 0 when k5 > k3 (see the
Supporting Information for derivation). For a reversible
reaction, the slope is given by (k3 + k4)/k5, which will tend
to 0 when k5 > k3 and k5 > k4 (see the Supporting Information
for derivation). Mechanistically, besides deﬁning the overall
turnover as being fully limited by the chemical step of catalysis,
a slope of 0 also suggests the absence of forward and, for
reversible reactions, reverse commitments to catalysis on the
kcat value, i.e., k3/k5 and k4/k5 values of close to 0.
3449
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Case d: m > 1. Slopes of >1 in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η versus
ηrel are symptomatic of an eﬀect of the viscosigen on the
enzyme not being strictly associated with the diﬀusional
processes of molecules per se, although these may still partially
contribute to the general eﬀect. A general conclusion cannot be
drawn in the absence of further structural, mechanistic, or
computational information. The viscosigen may, for example,
have an inhibitory eﬀect on the enzyme that results in a
decreased kcat. Alternatively, the viscosigen may restrict
movements of either large protein domains or protein loops
that are required in the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme. The
latter case was proposed with a mutant β-lactam synthase using
glycerol and PEG 8000, for which a slope of 1.6 in a plot of
(kcat)o/(kcat)η versus ηrel was interpreted as being due to
restricted opening of active site loops originating from the
friction imposed by the high relative solvent viscosity.37
Case e: m < 0. Slopes of <0 in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η versus
ηrel are also symptomatic of an eﬀect of the viscosigen on the
enzyme not being associated with the diﬀusional process of
molecules. Similar to the case of slopes of >1, a general
conclusion is not available in the absence of further structural,
mechanistic, or computational information. This pattern has
been associated with internal isomerizations of enzyme−
substrate or enzyme−product complexes (see below).

hyperbolic pattern, the presence of the viscosigen would favor
the downstream species in the catalytic pathway involved in the
internal equilibrium, as the kinetic parameter of interest is
larger in the presence of the viscosigen than in its absence. The
opposite would be true for a normal hyperbolic pattern,
although to the best of our knowledge this pattern has not yet
been reported, likely because it is diﬃcult to distinguish it from
linear patterns due to error propagation when taking the ratio
of the kinetic parameter of interest. With knowledge of the
steady-state kinetic mechanism of the enzyme, one could
establish whether the internal isomerization occurs with the
enzyme−substrate or enzyme−product complex. For example,
the observation of inverse hyperbolic solvent viscosity eﬀects
on both kcat and kcat/Km values with an enzyme catalyzing an
irreversible reaction would be consistent with an isomerization
of the enzyme−substrate complex but not the enzyme−product
complex.

■

SELECT CASE STUDIES
Diﬀusion-Controlled Substrate Capture. By measuring
the eﬀect of solvent viscosity on kcat/Km, we can determine
whether binding of a substrate to an enzyme is diﬀusioncontrolled and, if so, the extent to which it is. Viscosity eﬀect
studies were used to establish that chymotrypsin and
triosephosphate isomerase (TIM)-catalyzed diﬀusion-controlled reactions. The seminal work of Kirsch provided some
of the key theoretical and experimental considerations that are
required for KSVE studies. Kirsch’s group probed binding of a
peptide substrate to chymotrypsin with sucrose and Ficoll as
the microviscogen and macroviscogen, respectively.35 They
tested the eﬀect of viscosity on the kinetic parameters for
chymotrypsin using peptide substrates with p-nitrophenyl ester
and methyl esters, which displayed kcat/KM values of ∼107 and
105 M−1 s−1, respectively. In addition, they measured the eﬀect
of solution viscosity on the peptide using p-nitroanilide, a
“poor” substrate for which the chemical step of the reaction was
shown to be rate-limiting (with a kcat/KM value of ∼300 mM−1
s−1).35 For all three peptide substrates, no major eﬀects were
observed when Ficoll was used as the macroviscogen. When
sucrose was used as the microviscogen, the acylation rate
constant was shown to be partially diﬀusion-limited with
peptides containing p-nitrophenyl ester and, to a lesser extent,
methyl esters (Figure 1, cases a and b). The kcat/KM value with
the poor substrate was insensitive to solution viscosity (Figure
1, case c). The use of poor substrates helped determine
whether the observed viscosity eﬀect is due to another step in
the catalytic cycle. Similarly, the lack of an eﬀect on the kcat/KM
values with the macroviscogen was consistent with the observed
eﬀect being caused by changes in substrate diﬀusion and not by
another step.35
Knowles and co-workers used Ficoll, PEG, and polyacrylamide as the macroviscogens and glycerol as the microviscogen
to study the reaction of TIM. In addition, a TIM mutant
enzyme, where the chemical step had been shown to be the
rate-limiting step, was used as the control instead of a poor
substrate. They showed that binding of the substrate to TIM is
diﬀusion-limited (Figure 1, case a) and that the enzyme
represents a perfect enzyme that cannot be altered further in
terms of increasing its catalytic eﬃciency.29 Other examples of
enzymatic reactions partially controlled by substrate binding
include orotidine 5′-monophosphate decarboxylase with a
number of substrates38 and eukaryotic nitronate monooxyge-

■

ENZYME ISOMERIZATION
An inverse hyperbolic pattern in a plot of (kcat)o/(kcat)η or (kcat/
Km)o/(kcat/Km)η versus ηrel (Figure 3) is consistent with the
presence of a solvent-sensitive internal isomerization of the
enzyme−substrate or enzyme−product complex (Scheme 2).
Scheme 2. Simplest Kinetic Mechanism for an Enzyme (E)
with a Single Substrate (S) and Product (P), with an Internal
Isomerization of the Enzyme−Substrate Complex (A) or the
Enzyme−Product Complex (B)

In some cases, an inverse linear dependence of (kcat)o/(kcat)η or
(kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η on ηrel is observed if the internal
equilibrium between the enzyme complexes is perturbed by
very high concentrations of the viscosigen. In both cases,
diﬀusional processes of molecules that result in the generation
or decay of enzyme−substrate and enzyme−product complexes
are indeed ruled out because their theoretical treatment
predicts linear dependencies with slopes between 0 and +1
(see above). The hyperbolic patterns, instead, are symptomatic
of an internal equilibrium of an enzyme complex that is
perturbed by the presence of the viscosigen. With an inverse
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with aspartate,59 and with orotidine 5′-monophosphate
decarboxylase.38
An inverse hyperbolic dependence of (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η
(Figure 3) was ﬁrst reported with the ﬂavin domain of
ﬂavocytochrome b2, which showed a 2-fold activation by
moderate concentrations of glycerol between 10 and 20%.60
These data were interpreted with a solvent-sensitive internal
equilibrium of the enzyme−lactate Michaelis complex. The use
of eq 9 to ﬁt inverse KSVE dependencies of the (kcat/Km)o/
(kcat/Km)η and (kcat)o/(kcat)η values was introduced in a study of
43
D-arginine dehydrogenase with leucine as the substrate.
Because the kcat/Km and kcat values showed inverse KSVEs
(Figure 3), the possibility that an enzyme isomerization
occurred on the enzyme−product complex was ruled out,
and the conclusion was that the isomerization happened in the
Michaelis complex, yielding an enzyme−substrate complex
competent for ﬂavin reduction. Inverse hyperbolic KSVEs were
also reported with the (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η and (kcat)o/(kcat)η
values with eukaryotic nitronate monooxygenase and the
substrate analogue ethyl nitronate.12
Inverse hyperbolic KSVEs (Figure 3) were observed for
(kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η for oxygen with the wild-type form of
choline oxidase, establishing that an isomerization of the
reduced enzyme is required before reaction with oxygen.44 A
follow-up study on variants of choline oxidase in which M62
and F357 were replaced with alanine showed that the inverse
hyperbolic KSVE on (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η for oxygen was
preserved in the M62A mutant but lost in the F357A and
M62A/F357A variants, which showed a slope of zero in plots of
the (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η value for oxygen as a function of
ηrel.13 The conclusion was that F357 acts as an oxygen gate in
the oxidative half-reaction of choline oxidase.

nase with its physiological substrate, propionate 3-nitronate,
and its analogue, ethyl nitronate.12
The reaction of cytochrome c peroxidase was shown by Loo
and Erman not to be diﬀusion controlled. They measured the
eﬀect of sucrose as the viscosigen and determined that the
reaction was viscosity-independent (Figure 1, case c).39 This is
consistent with later studies that showed a conformational step
that is important for electron transfer that limits the catalytic
cycle.40 Sweet and Blanchard showed that the dependence of
the normalized kcat/KM of fumarase with fumarate as the
substrate as a function of the relative solvent viscosity with
glycerol and sucrose as the microviscogens had a slope close to
1, clearly indicating that the reaction is diﬀusion-limited. Again,
PEG 1000 did not have any eﬀect, and the poor substrate,
tartrate, was insensitive to solution viscosity (slope of ∼0).41
Several more studies have been published using KVSE to probe
binding of the substrate to enzymes.42−50
Rate-Determining Product Release. The eﬀects of
solution viscosity on kcat can be analyzed as described above
to establish whether product release determines the overall
turnover rate of enzymes and the extent to which it does.
Seminal work by Adams and Taylor focused on KSVEs on
cAMP-dependent protein kinases. They used sucrose or
glycerol as the microviscogen and showed that the kcat values
for several peptides were highly sensitive to solution viscosity
with slopes close to 1, suggesting that product release is the
rate-limiting step in the catalytic cycle (Figure 2, case a).51
Cole et al. studied the rate of human C-terminal Src kinase
(Csk). They used sucrose as the microviscogen, polyethylene
glycol (PEG 8000) as the macroviscogen, and ATPγS as the
poor substrate.52 Analysis of the eﬀect of viscosity on kcat
resulted in a slope of 0.42, suggesting that ADP release is
partially rate-limiting for overall turnover of the enzyme (Figure
2, case b).52 Wood et al. showed that the kcat values of orotidine
5′-monophosphate decarboxylase (OMPDC) from Methanotherobacter thermoautophicus were insensitive to solution
viscosity with sucrose and Ficoll (Figure 2, case c).38 There
are several other publications reporting the use of KSVEs to
probe product release,38,53−57 with some cases in which a direct
link between product release being rate-limiting for turnover
and conformational changes of the enzyme has been
established.
Enzyme Isomerization. By measuring the eﬀect of solvent
viscosity on kcat/Km or kcat values, one can establish the
presence of internal isomerizations of enzyme−substrate or
enzyme−product complexes. Cook was the ﬁrst to report an
inverse KSVE with the NAD-malic enzyme from Ascaris sum.58
With glycerol as a viscosigen, (kcat/Km)o/(kcat/Km)η decreased
to ∼0.6 in the presence of 9% glycerol and to ∼0.2 in the
presence of 18% glycerol. Similarly, (kcat)o/(kcat)η had inverse
values of ∼0.8 with 9% glycerol and ∼0.5 with 18% glycerol.
These data were interpreted as reﬂecting changes in the relative
solvent viscosity rather than in the dielectric constant or
macroviscosity of the solvent based on control experiments
with ethanol and Ficoll, showing no eﬀects on the malic
enzyme. The conclusion was that the KSVE with the malic
enzyme most probably resulted from changes in the rate
constants, i.e., equilibria, for enzyme isomerizations associated
with the catalytic process. Internal isomerizations of enzyme
complexes relevant to catalysis were established on the basis of
the inverse linear KSVE of the steady-state kinetics with a
mutant variant of choline oxidase, with E312 being replaced

■

CONCLUSION
Determination of the kinetic and chemical mechanisms of
enzymes is a fundamental step toward understanding the mode
of action of enzymes and developing approaches for inhibitor
design.3,61,62 KSVEs provide important information regarding
the relative contribution of substrate or product diﬀusion to
and from the active site to the overall catalytic cycle. Using
steady-state kinetic analyses as described here, it is possible to
determine if substrate binding is diﬀusion-controlled, i.e.,
analyzing KSVE on kcat/Km, and if product release is the ratelimiting step in the catalytic cycle, i.e., analyzing the KSVE on
kcat. These experiments are simple to perform and straightforward to interpret and do not require specialized instrumentation or speciﬁc labeling of substrates or products. In addition,
using KSVEs in combination with other techniques, such as
KIEs, can be very useful for establishing what the rate-limiting
step is in catalysis and identifying isomerization steps in enzyme
mechanisms. We anticipate that because of its ease, KSVE will
be more broadly implemented and will become a more
widespread tool in the arsenal of modern enzymologists and
protein chemists.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
From a practical standpoint, an irreversible reaction for which
k 4 ≈ 0 and one for which k 5 > k 4 are practically
indistinguishable; from a fundamental standpoint, they are
not the same. An irreversible reaction is one for which there is
no reverse ﬂux of intermediates from EP to ES. Instead, when
k5 > k4, it follows that the EP complex partitions forward to
release the product rather than reverting back to the ES
complex, making the ﬂux through the reverse kinetic step k4
negligible. Despite the reaction behaving as if it were
irreversible, it is not. Indeed, one can envision altering
environmental conditions to decrease the magnitude of the k5
rate constant, thereby making k5 comparable to k4; this would
result in the reaction behaving as if it were reversible.
b
In principle, a normal hyperbolic pattern is possible, although
it has not yet been reported. The general conclusions for such a
pattern would be similar to those drawn when an inverse
hyperbolic pattern is observed.
c
A commitment to catalysis is a ratio of rate constants that
provides an indication of how either the ES complex proceeds
forward through k3 rather than dissociating through k2 (i.e., k3/
k2 or forward commitment to catalysis) or the EP complex
reverts backward through k4 rather than proceeding forward
through k5 (i.e., k4/k5 or reverse commitment to catalysis).10,11
a
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